Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. iv been waiting for you said mom

2. will you come to my party it will be so much fun

3. Circle the prefix and/or suffix. Write the root word on the line.
   completely _________ tardiness __________ replaying __________

4. Circle the correct subordinating conjunction to complete the sentence.
   We can’t go out (although because) it is too cold.

5. Write the plural possessive form of the words below.
   wife __________ lady_________ gentleman__________

Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. wev been siting at are deskes for a long time

2. you haft to take the girls’s coats back to the room

3. Circle the abstract noun in the sentence. Underline the verb it is describing.
   It takes courage to rescue someone.

4. Write the correct contraction for the words below.
   I will __________ you have _________ she would __________

5. Divide the words into syllables. Circle the vowel digraphs or diphthongs.
   outside believe throughout
Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. your not geting eny more candi yelled my sister

2. their putting there coat’s over they’re

3. Circle the subject. Underline the predicate. Draw a box around the verb.
   Ethan and Robert played with the soccer ball.

4. Circle the adjective(s) in the sentence. Underline the nouns.
   Five girls with colorful backpacks ran into the room.

5. Write the singular form of the nouns.
   armies _________  men _________  wives _________

Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. where the red fern grows is a sad book

2. my teacher loked he’s kees in the class room exclaimed bella

3. Write the correct possessive pronoun to complete the sentence.
   Did you bring _________ coat? (coat that belongs to you)
   The men painted _________ houses. (the men’s houses)

4. Add s, ed, and ing to the word in ( ). Write the answers below. ( like )
   ______________________  ______________________  ______________________

5. Create a sentence using an adjective and a proper noun.
   __________________________________________________________
Use editing marks to correct the paragraphs. Rewrite the paragraphs.

Jada made breakfast for her’s parents first she cooked some bacon next she fried some eggs then she backed biscuits her parents were very thankfull

Explain the steps needed to make something.
(Examples: a snowman, lemonade, pb and j sandwich, a favorite snack)